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Abstract—This paper is concerned with bridging the gap between requirements and distributed systems. Requirements are defined as
basic message sequence charts (MSCs) specifying positive and negative scenarios. Communicating finite-state machines (CFMs),
i.e., finite automata that communicate via FIFO buffers, act as system realizations. The key contribution is a generalization of Angluin’s
learning algorithm for synthesizing CFMs from MSCs. This approach is exact—the resulting CFM precisely accepts the set of positive
scenarios and rejects all negative ones—and yields fully asynchronous implementations. The paper investigates for which classes of
MSC languages CFMs can be learned, presents an optimization technique for learning partial orders, and provides substantial
empirical evidence indicating the practical feasibility of the approach.
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INTRODUCTION

T

HE

software engineering development cycle starts
with elicitating requirements. Requirement capturing
techniques of various nature exist. Popular requirement
engineering methods, such as the Inquiry Cycle and
CREWS [36], exploit use cases and scenarios for specifying
system’s requirements. Scenarios given as sequence diagrams are also at the heart of the Unified Modeling
Language (UML). A scenario is a partial fragment of the
system’s behavior given as visual representation indicating
the system components (vertically) and their message
exchange over time (horizontally). Their intuitive yet formal
nature has led to broad acceptance by the software
engineering community, both in academia as well as in
industry. Scenarios can be positive or negative, indicating
either a possible desired or an unwanted system behavior,
respectively. Different scenarios together form a more
complete description of the system behavior.
Requirements capturing is typically followed by a first
design step of the system at hand. This step naturally
ignores many implementation details and aims to obtain
an initial system structure at a high level of abstraction. In
case of a distributed system realization, this, e.g., amounts
to determining which processes are to be distinguished,
what their high-level behavior is, and which capacities of
communication channels suffice to warrant a deadlockfree process interaction. This design phase in software
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engineering is highly challenging as it concerns a complex
paradigm shift between the requirement specification—a
partial, overlapping, and possibly inconsistent description
of the system’s behavior that is subject to rapid change—
and a conforming design model, a first complete
behavioral description of the system.
The fact that target systems are often distributed
complicates matters considerably as combining several
individual processes may easily yield realizations that
handle more than the specified scenarios, i.e., they may
overapproximate the system requirements, or that suffer
from deadlocks. During the synthesis of such distributed
design models, conflicting requirements are detected and
resolved. As a consequence, the requirements specification
is adapted by adding or omitting scenarios. Besides, a
thorough analysis of the design model, e.g., by means of
model checking or simulation, requires fixing errors in the
requirements. Obtaining a complete and consistent set of
requirements together with a conforming design model is
thus a complex and highly iterative process.
This paper considers requirements that are given as
message sequence charts (MSCs). These MSCs are basic;
high-level constructs to combine MSCs by alternative,
sequential, or repetitive composition are not considered.
This yields a simple, yet still effective requirement
specification formalism that is expressive and easy to grasp
and understand. For the design models, we focus on
distributed systems, where each process behavior is
described as a finite-state machine and processes exchange
messages asynchronously via order-preserving communication channels. These communicating finite-state machines
(CFMs [13]) are commonly adopted for realizing MSCs [3],
[7], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [32], [35].
We exploit learning algorithms [4] to synthesize CFMs
from requirements given as set of (positive and negative)
basic MSCs. Learning fits well with the incremental
generation of design models as it is feasible to infer a
design model on the basis of an initial set of scenarios,
CFMs are adapted in an automated manner on addition and
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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deletion of MSCs, and diagnostic feedback is provided that
may guide an amendment of the requirements when
establishing an inconsistency of a set of scenarios. The use
of learning for system synthesis from scenario-based
requirements specifications is not new and has been
proposed by several authors, see, e.g., [16], [33], [40], [41].
The main characteristics of our approach are the unique
combination of the following:
Positive and negative MSCs are naturally supported.
Realized processes interact fully asynchronously.
Synthesized CFMs precisely exhibit the behavior as
specified by the MSCs.
4. Effective optimizations are tailored to partial orders
like MSCs.
Existing learning-based synthesis techniques typically consider just possible and no undesired behaviors, yield
synchronously (or partially asynchronously) interacting
automata, and most importantly, suffer from the fact that
synthesized realizations may exhibit more behavior than
specified. That is, the obtained realizations are in fact
overapproximations.
Technically speaking, this paper makes the following
contributions: We extend Angluin’s learning algorithm for
inferring deterministic finite automata from regular languages to a learning algorithm that allows for synthesizing
CFMs from MSC languages, i.e., sets of words that are
described by a set of MSCs. The generalized learning
algorithm is described in detail, a general learning setup is
defined, and the correctness and time complexity of our
algorithm are established. We then consider existentially,
and respectively, universally bounded CFMs, i.e., CFMs for
which some, respectively all, possible event orderings can
be realized with finite communication channels. It is shown
that universally bounded deadlock-free CFMs, existentially
bounded CFMs with an a priori fixed channel capacity, and
universally bounded weak CFMs are all learnable. We
subsequently show how the memory consumption of our
algorithm can be improved using the so-called partial order
learning. Exploiting that MSCs are in fact partial orders, this
approach amounts to merging rows and columns (in the
table used for learning) such that only congruent prefixes
and suffixes need to be stored. The correctness of this
modification is shown, and it is indicated by means of
several experiments that this leads to significant memory
savings. These experiments are carried out with the software tool Smyle [9], which implements several algorithms
presented in this paper. Let us summarize the user tasks of
our approach as follows:
1.
2.
3.

1.

2.

Membership queries are posed by the learner and are
mostly handled in an automated manner. A small
fragment of these queries has to be answered
manually. They are called user queries. In this case,
the user has to classify the presented basic MSCs as
either positive or negative.
Due to the high degree of automation, equivalence
queries are rather rare. Here, the user has to check
whether the generated automaton is correct. To
facilitate this, Smyle supports testing and simulation
of automata. In case an incorrect behavior is detected,
the user has to provide a counterexample MSC.
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Organization of the paper. Section 2 introduces MSCs,
(several classes of) CFMs, and summarizes main realizability results. Section 3 describes Angluin’s learning
algorithm in detail. Section 4 constitutes the main part of
this paper and extends Angluin’s learning algorithm to
enable inferring CFMs (rather than deterministic finite
automata). To this end, we define a general learning setup
and determine several CFM classes that are learnable.
Section 5 presents an efficiency improvement of our
learning algorithm by considering normal forms of equivalence classes of words generated by MSCs. Section 6
describes some case studies and shows that congruencebased learning improves the memory consumption with a
factor of up to almost 75 percent. Finally, the paper
concludes with discussing related work and an epilogue.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared as [8].

2

MSCS AND COMMUNICATING AUTOMATA

In this section, we introduce two fundamental concepts:
MSCs and CFMs [13]. The former constitutes an appealing
and easy-to-understand graphical specification formalism.
The latter, also known as message passing automata (MPA),
serves as design models for the system to learn and model
the communication behavior of distributed systems composed of finite-state components.
Before we start, let us recall some basic notation and
terminology. An alphabet is a nonempty finite set whose
elements are called actions. Finite sequences of actions are
elements of  and are called words. Sets of words are termed
languages, and thus, are subsets of  . For a word w 2  , we
denote by prefðwÞ (suffðwÞ) the set of all of its prefixes
(suffixes, respectively) including w itself and the empty
word . We extend pref and suff to languages L   , letting
S
S
prefðLÞ :¼ w2L prefðwÞ and suffðLÞ :¼ w2L suffðwÞ. We
denote the powerset of a set X by 2X .

2.1 Message Sequence Charts
A common design practice when developing communicating systems is to start with specifying scenarios to
exemplify the intended interaction of the system to be.
MSCs provide a prominent notion to further this approach.
They are widely used in industry, are standardized [29],
[30], and resemble UML’s sequence diagrams [5]. An MSC
depicts a single partially ordered execution sequence of a
system. It consists of a collection of processes, which, in
their visual representation, are drawn as vertical lines and
are interpreted as top-down time axes. Moreover, an arrow
from one line to a second corresponds to the communication events of sending and receiving a message. An example
MSC is illustrated in Fig. 1a. The benefit of such a diagram
is that one grasps its meaning at a glance. In the example
scenario, messages m1 and m2 are sent from process p to
process q. A further message m originates at process r and is
finally received at q. However, one still has to reach an
agreement on the system architecture, which does not
necessarily emerge from the picture. Namely, following the
MSC standard, we assume asynchronous communication:
the send and receipt of a message might happen timedelayed. More precisely, there is an unbounded FIFO
channel in between two processes that allows a sender
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Fig. 1. MSC as (a) a diagram and (b) a graph.

process to proceed while the message is waiting for being
received. Moreover, we assume a single process to be
sequential: The events of one particular process are totally
ordered in accordance with their appearance on its time
axis. For example, regarding Fig. 1a, we suppose that
sending m2 occurs after sending m1 . However, as the
relative speed of the processes is unknown, we do not know
if m1 is received before m2 is sent. Thus, the latter two
events remain unordered.
We conclude that, in a natural manner, an MSC can be
seen as a labeled partial order (labeled poset) over its events.
Fig. 1b depicts the Hasse diagram of the labeled poset that
one would associate with the diagram from Fig. 1a. Its
elements 1; . . . ; 6 represent the endpoints of the message
arrows and are called events. The edge relation then reflects
the two constraints on the order of execution of the events:
1) Events that are located on the same process line are totally
ordered and 2) a send event has to precede the corresponding receive event. Indeed, it is reasonable to require that the
transitive closure of constraints 1 and 2 is a partial order. To
keep track of the nature of an event in the poset
representation, any such event is labeled with an action.
Thus, a possible label is either
a send action, which is of the form !ðp; q; mÞ,
meaning that p sends a message m to q, or
. a receive action, which is of the form ?ðq; p; mÞ and is
the complementary receive action executed by
process q.
The alphabet of actions is, therefore, parameterized by
nonempty and finite sets P roc of processes and Msg of
messages, which we suppose to be fixed in the following.
We suppose jP rocj  2. Recall that we assume an exchange
of messages through channels. The set of channels is
denoted by Ch ¼ fðp; qÞ 2 P roc  P roc j p 6¼ qg. The set
Actp of actions that may be executed by process p is given
.

Fig. 2. Example message sequence charts.
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by Actp ¼ f!ðp; q; mÞ j ðp; qÞ 2 Ch and m 2 Msgg [ f?ðq; p;
mÞ
S j ðp; qÞ 2 Ch and m 2 Msgg. Moreover, let Act ¼
p2P roc Actp denote the set of all actions. Before we formally
define what we understand by an MSC, let us first consider
general Act-labeled posets, i.e., structures ðE; ; Þ, where
E is a finite set of events,  is a labeling function of the form
E ! Act, and  is a partial order relation (it is reflexive,
transitive, and antisymmetric). For process p 2 P roc, let
p :¼  \ ðEp  Ep Þ be the restriction of  to Ep :¼
1 ðActp Þ (which will later be required to give rise to a
total order). Moreover, we define the relation msg  E  E
to detect corresponding send and receive events: i msg j if
there are a channel ðp; qÞ 2 Ch and a message m 2 Msg
such that
ðiÞ ¼ !ðp; q; mÞ, ðjÞ ¼ ?ðq; p; mÞ, and
jfi0  i j ði0 Þ ¼ !ðp; q; m0 Þ for some m0 2 Msggj ¼
jfj0  j j ðj0 Þ ¼ ?ðq; p; m0 Þ for some m0 2 Msggj.
That is, events i and j correspond to a message exchange
only if the number of messages that have been sent
through channel ðp; qÞ before i equals the number of
messages that have been received before j. This ensures
FIFO communication.
.
.

Definition 1 (Message Sequence Chart (MSC)). An MSC is
an Act-labeled poset ðE; ; Þ such that
.
.
.

for all p 2 P roc,
S p is a total order on Ep ,
 ¼ ðmsg [ p2P roc p Þ , and
8i 2 E:9j 2 E: i msg j or j msg i.

See Figs. 1a and 2 for some example MSCs.
Stated in words, an MSC is an Act-labeled poset such
that events occurring at a single process are totally ordered,
and that event is either a send or a receive event. For these
events, the order is fixed. Independent events, though, can
occur in any order. Sequential observations of labeled
posets are called linearizations. A linearization of an Actlabeled poset ðE; ; Þ is any saturation of  to a total order
0 , i.e., ei1 0 . . . 0 ein , where ði1 ; . . . ; in Þ is a permutation of
ð1; . . . ; nÞ such that, for all j; k 2 f1; . . . ; ng, eij  eik implies
j k. A linearization ei1 . . . ein corresponds to the word
ðei1 Þ . . . ðein Þ 2 Act , and by abuse of nomenclature, we
call ðei1 Þ . . . ðein Þ a linearization as well. For example,
!ðr; q; mÞ !ðp; q; m1 Þ !ðp; q; m2 Þ ?ðq; p; m1 Þ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ ?ðq; r; mÞ
is a linearization of the MSC in Fig. 1a. The set of
linearizations of a labeled poset M will be denoted by
LinðMÞ. This mapping is canonically
extended toward sets
S
L of partial orders: LinðLÞ ¼ M2L LinðMÞ.

4
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Fig. 3. Example communicating finite-state machines.

2.2 Communicating Finite-State Machines
MSCs constitute a visual high-level specification formalism.
They can be represented graphically and offer an intuitive
semantics (in terms of their linearizations). On the computational side, we consider automata models that reflect the
kind of communication that is depicted in an MSC. We now
turn toward an automata model that, in a natural manner,
generates collections of MSCs. More precisely, it generates
action sequences that follow an all-or-none law: Either all
linearizations of an MSC are generated, or none of them are.
A CFM is a collection of finite-state machines, one for
each process. According to the assumptions that we made
for MSCs, we assume that communication between these
machines takes place via (a priori) unbounded reliable FIFO
channels. The underlying system architecture is again
parameterized by the set P roc of processes and the set
Msg of messages. Recall that this gives rise to the set Act of
actions, which will provide the transition labelings. In our
automata model, the effect of executing a send action of the
form !ðp; q; mÞ by process p is to put message m at the end of
the channel ðp; qÞ from process p to process q. Receive
actions, written as ?ðq; p; mÞ, are only enabled when the
requested message m is found at the head of the channel
ðp; qÞ. When enabled, its execution by process q removes the
corresponding message m from the channel from p to q.
It has been shown that the CFM model derived from
concepts explained so far has a limited expressiveness.
Certain protocols cannot be implemented without possible
deadlocks by CFMs, unless the model is enriched by the socalled control or synchronization messages [6], [12]. Therefore,
we extend our alphabet w.r.t. a fixed infinite supply of
control messages . Let Actp contain the symbols of the

form !ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ or ?ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ, where !ðp; q; mÞ 2 Actp
(respectively, ?ðp; q; mÞ 2 Actp ) and  2 . Intuitively, we
tag messages with some control information
 to circumS
vent deadlocks. Finally, let Act ¼ p2P roc Actp .
Definition 2 (CFM). A CFM is a structure A ¼ ððAp Þp2P roc ; I Þ.
For any process p 2 P roc, Ap ¼ ðSp ; p ; Fp Þ constitutes the
behavior of p, where
. Sp is a finite set of (local) states.
. p  Sp  Actp  Sp is the finite transition relation.
. Fp  Sp is the set of final states.
Q
Moreover, I  p2P roc Sp is the set of global initial states.
For an example CFM, consider Fig. 3c, where fL; Rg .
Let A ¼ ððAp Þp2P roc ; I Þ with Ap ¼ ðSp ; p ; F
p Þ be a CFM.
P
The size of A, denoted by jAj, is defined to be p2P roc jSp j. A
configuration of A gives a snapshot of the current state of each
process and the current channel contents. Thus, the set of
configurations
of A, denoted by ConfA , consists of pairs ðs; Þ
Q
with s 2 p2P roc Sp a global state and  : Ch ! ðMsg  Þ ,
determining
Q the channel contents. The projection of a global
state s 2 p2P roc Sp to process p is denoted by sp . An
execution of a send or receive action transfers the CFM from
one configuration to another, according to the global transition
relation of A. This transition relation ¼)A  ConfA  Act 
ConfA is given by the following two inference rules: The first
rule considers the sending of a message m from p to q and is
given by
ðsp ; !ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ; s0p Þ 2 p and for all r 6¼ p; sr ¼ s0r
;
ððs; Þ; !ðp; q; mÞ; ðs0 ; 0 ÞÞ 2 ¼)A
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where 0 ¼ ½ðp; qÞ :¼ ðm; Þ ððp; qÞÞ , i.e., 0 maps ðp; qÞ to
the concatenation of ðm; Þ and ððp; qÞÞ; for all other
channels, 0 coincides with . This rule expresses that if the
local automaton Ap has a transition labeled by !ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ
moving from state sp to s0p , then the CFM A has a transition
from s to s0 , where only the p component of A changes its
state and the new message ðm; Þ is appended to the end of
channel ðp; qÞ. Note that the control message has been
abstracted away from the action that has been encountered
when taking the transition. In other words, the transition is
labeled by an element from Act, which follows our intuition
that elements of  are only used for synchronization but do
not contribute to observable behavior.
The second rule is complementary and considers the
receipt of a message:
ðsp ; ?ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ; s0p Þ 2 p and for all r 6¼ p; sr ¼ s0r
;
ððs; Þ; ?ðp; q; mÞ; ðs0 ; 0 ÞÞ 2 ¼)A
where ððq; pÞÞ ¼ w ðm; Þ 6¼  and 0 ¼ ½ðq; pÞ :¼ w . This
rule states that if the local automaton Ap has a transition
labeled by ?ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ moving from state sp to s0p , then the
CFM A has a transition from s to s0 , which is labeled by
?ðp; q; mÞ, where only the p component of A changes its state
and the message ðm; Þ is removed from the head of
channel ðq; pÞ.
A run of CFM A on a word w ¼ a1 . . . an 2 Act is a
sequence c0 . . . cn 2 ConfA of configurations, where c0 is
an initial configuration, and for every i 2 f1; . . . ; ng,
ðci1 ; ai ; ci Þ 2 ¼)A . The set of initial configurations is
defined as I  f g, where  maps each channel onto
the empty word, representing
an empty channel. The run
Q
is accepting if cn 2 ð p2P roc Fp Þf g, i.e., each process is
in an accepting state and all messages have been received
yielding empty channels. The language of CFM A, denoted
by LðAÞ, is the set of words w 2 Act such that there is an
accepting run of A on w.

2.3 Closure Properties of CFM Languages
We call w ¼ a1 . . . an 2 Act with ai 2 Act proper if
.

.

every receive action in w is preceded by a corresponding send action, i.e., for each channel ðp; qÞ 2 Ch,
message m 2 Msg,Pand prefix u of w, we have
P
m2Msg juj!ðp;q;mÞ 
m2Msg juj?ðq;p;mÞ , where juja denotes the number of occurrences of action a in the
word u, and
the FIFO policy is respected, i.e., for all 1 i < j n,
ðp; qÞ 2 Ch, and m1 ; m2 2 Msg with ai ¼ !ðp; q; m1 Þ,
aj ¼ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ, and jfi0 i j ai0 ¼ !ðp; q; mÞ for some
m 2 Msggj ¼ jfj0 j j aj0 ¼ ?ðq; p; mÞ for some m 2
Msggj, we have m1 ¼ m2 .

A proper word w is called well formed if it satisfies
P
m2Msg jwj!ðp;q;mÞ ¼
m2Msg jwj?ðq;p;mÞ .
Obviously, a run of a CFM on a word w only exists if w is
proper, as a receive action is only enabled if the
corresponding send message is at the head of the channel.
Moreover, every word accepted by a CFM is well formed, as
acceptance implies empty channels.
In addition, as different processes interact asynchronously, and in general, independently, the language of a

P
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CFM is closed under a certain permutation rewriting. For
example, consider a run of a CFM on the well-formed word
!ðp; q; m1 Þ !ðp; q; m2 Þ ?ðq; p; m1 Þ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ !ðr; q; mÞ ?ðq; r; mÞ;
i.e., process p sends a message m1 to process q, followed by
a message m2 , whereupon process q receives these
messages in the correct order. We observe that process q
could have received the message m1 before sending m2 .
Indeed, any CFM accepting the above action sequence will
also accept the word
!ðp; q; m1 Þ ?ðq; p; m1 Þ !ðp; q; m2 Þ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ !ðr; q; mÞ ?ðq; r; mÞ;
where any message is immediately received. Moreover, the
action !ðr; q; mÞ is completely independent of all of the actions
that are engaged in sending/receiving the messages m1 or
m2 . Thus, a CFM cannot distinguish between the above
sequences and sequence
!ðr; q; mÞ !ðp; q; m1 Þ ?ðq; p; m1 Þ !ðp; q; m2 Þ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ ?ðq; r; mÞ:
Actually, !ðr; q; mÞ can be placed at any arbitrary position
with the restriction that it has to occur before the
complementary receipt of m. Note that the three wellformed words mentioned above all correspond to linearizations of the MSC in Fig. 1a.
To capture the closure properties of a CFM formally, we
identify labeled posets whose linearizations satisfy the allor-none law, stating that either every or no linearization is
accepted by a CFM. To this aim, we associate to any word
w ¼ a1 . . . an 2 Act an Act-labeled poset MðwÞ ¼ ðE; ;Þ
such that w is a linearization of MðwÞ and a CFM cannot
distinguish between w and all other linearizations of MðwÞ.
The set of events is given by the set of positions in w, i.e.,
E ¼ f1; . . . ; ng. Naturally, any position i 2 E is labeled with
ai , i.e., ðiÞ ¼ ai . It remains to fix the partial order relation
 , which reflects the dependencies between events.
Clearly, we consider those events to be dependent that are
executed by the same process or constitute the send and
receipt of a message since each process acts sequentially
and a message has to be sent before it can be received.
Hence, let p  Ep  Ep with Ep as before be defined by
i p j iff i j. Moreover, let i msg j if there are a channel
ðp; qÞ 2 Ch and a message m 2 Msg such that
ðiÞ ¼ !ðp; q; mÞ, ðjÞ ¼ ?ðq; p; mÞ, and
jfi0 i j ði0 Þ ¼ !ðp; q; m0 Þ for some m0 2 Msggj ¼
jfj0 j j ðj0 Þ ¼ ?ðq; p; m0 Þ for some m0 2 Msggj.
This is similar to the definition
S of msg in the previous
paragraph. Let  ¼ ðmsg [ p2P roc p Þ . To exemplify
these notions, consider the well-formed word w defined as
.
.

!ðr; q; mÞ !ðp; q; m1 Þ !ðp; q; m2 Þ ?ðq; p; m1 Þ ?ðq; p; m2 Þ ?ðq; r; mÞ:
Fig. 1b depicts the Hasse diagram of the Act-labeled poset
MðwÞ ¼ ðE; ; Þ. Note that MðwÞ is an MSC. Indeed, we
have the following two lemmas, which are considered
standard in the MSC literature (see, for example, [27]):
Lemma 1. For any MSC M, w 2 LinðMÞ is well formed.
Lemma 2. For any well-formed w 2 Act , MðwÞ is an MSC.
Moreover, MðwÞ and Mðw0 Þ are isomorphic for all
w0 2 LinðMðwÞÞ.
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These results suggest introducing an equivalence relation
over well-formed words. The well-formed words w and w0
are equivalent, written as w w0 , if MðwÞ and Mðw0 Þ are
isomorphic. Note that this holds iff w 2 LinðMðw0 ÞÞ.
Lemma 3 ([3]). For any CFM A,
.
.

LðAÞ consists of well-formed words only.
LðAÞ is closed under .

The last claim asserts that, for all well-formed words u
and v with u v, we have u 2 LðAÞ iff v 2 LðAÞ. For wellformed word w, let ½w be the set of well-formed words
that is equivalent S
to w w.r.t. . For a set L of well-formed
words, let ½L :¼ w2L ½w be the closure of L w.r.t. . The
fact that LðAÞ is closed under
allows us to assign to A its
set of MSCs LðAÞ :¼ fMðwÞ j w 2 LðAÞg. (Here, we identify
isomorphic structures, i.e., we consider isomorphism
classes of MSCs.) This is an equivalent, visual, and more
compact description of the behavior of CFM A. Observe
that LinðLðAÞÞ ¼ LðAÞ, i.e., the linearizations of the MSCs
of CFM A correspond to its word language.

2.4 Deadlock-Free, Bounded, and Weak CFMs
In distributed computations, the notions of determinism,
deadlock, and bounded channels play an important role [6],
[25], [26]. Roughly speaking, a CFM is deterministic if every
possible execution allows for at most one run; it is deadlockfree if any run can be extended toward an accepting one.
Definition 3 (Deterministic CFM). A CFM A ¼ ððAp Þp2P roc ;
I Þ with Ap ¼ ðSp ; p ; Fp Þ is deterministic if, for all
p 2 P roc, p satisfies the following two conditions: 1) If we
have both ðs; !ðp; q; ðm; 1 ÞÞ; s1 Þ 2 p and ðs; !ðp; q; ðm; 2 ÞÞ;
s2 Þ 2 p , then 1 ¼ 2 and s1 ¼ s2 . 2) If we have both
ðs; ?ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ; s1 Þ 2 p and ðs; ?ðp; q; ðm; ÞÞ; s2 Þ 2 p ,
then s1 ¼ s2 .
The CFMs in Figs. 3a and 3b are deterministic whereas
the CFM in Fig. 3c is not.
Definition 4 (Deadlock-free CFM ([26])). A CFM A is
deadlock-free if, for all w 2 Act and all runs  of A on w,
there exist w0 2 Act and  0 2 ConfA such that  0 is an
accepting run of A on ww0 .
The CFMs in Figs. 3a, 3b, and 3c are deadlock-free. Note
that, however, the CFM in Fig. 3c will contain a deadlock if
the control messages L and R were omitted.
We obtain another essential restriction of CFMs if we
require that any channel has a bounded capacity, say,
B 2 IN. Toward this notion, we first define when a word is
B-bounded.
Definition 5 (B-bounded word). Let B 2 IN. Word w 2 Act
is B-bounded if, for any prefix u of w and any ðp; qÞ 2 Ch, it
holds
X
X
juj!ðp;q;mÞ 
juj?ðq;p;mÞ B:
0
m2Msg

m2Msg

This notion is extended to MSCs in the following way.
MSC M is called universally B-bounded if all words in
LinðMÞ are B-bounded. MSC M is existentially B-bounded if
LinðMÞ contains at least one B-bounded word. Similar
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notions are adopted for CFMs, except that, for existentially
boundedness, it is required that, for every word u of the
language, an equivalent word v u exists that is B-bounded.
The intuition is that bounded channels suffice to accept
representatives of the language provided the actions in an
CFM are scheduled appropriately, cf., [24], [25]. Formally,
the notion of bounded CFMs is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Bounded CFM ([24], [27])).
1.

2.

CFM A is universally B-bounded, B 2 IN, if LðAÞ
is a set of B-bounded words. It is universally
bounded if it is universally B-bounded for some B.
CFM A is existentially B-bounded, B 2 IN, if, for
every w 2 LðAÞ, there is a B-bounded word w0 2
LðAÞ such that w0 w.

A further variant of CFMs, as considered in [3], [32], [35],
does not allow for sending control information with a
message. Moreover, they have a single global initial state.
Definition 7 (Weak CFM). A CFM A ¼ ððAp Þp2P roc ; IÞ is
called weak if
.
.

jIj ¼ 1 and
for every two transitions ðs1 ; !ðp; q; ðm1 ; 1 ÞÞ; s01 Þ and
ðs2 ; !ðp; q; ðm2 ; 2 ÞÞ; s02 Þ, we have 1 ¼ 2 .

Note that the second item requires that only one message
from  is used in the CFM. Intuitively, we could say that no
synchronization message is used at all as a weak CFM
cannot distinguish between several messages.
Example 1. Consider the weak CFMs Aa and Ab depicted in
Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively, which do not use control
messages (recall that, formally, there is no distinction
between control messages). The CFM Aa represents a
simple producer-consumer protocol, whereas Ab specifies a part of the alternating bit protocol. Two scenarios
that demonstrate a possible behavior of these systems are
given by the MSCs Ma and Mb in Figs. 2a and 2b,
respectively. Indeed, Ma 2 LðAa Þ and Mb 2 LðAb Þ (thus,
LinðMa Þ  LðAa Þ and LinðMb Þ  LðAb Þ). Observe that
Aa is deterministic, existentially 1-bounded, and deadlock-free. It is not universally bounded as process p can
potentially send arbitrarily many messages to process q
before any of these messages is received. In contrast, Ab
is universally bounded (witnessed by the bound B ¼ 3)
and also existentially 1-bounded. As stated before, it is
also deterministic and deadlock-free.
The CFM Ac (cf., Fig. 3c), which is existentially
1-bounded, deadlock-free, and not deterministic,
describes the system that is depicted informally in
Fig. 3d in terms of a high-level MSC: MSCs from LðAc Þ
start with sending a request message from p to q,
followed by an arbitrary sequence of further requests,
which are sent from p to q, and acknowledgments, sent
from q to p. Note that Ac employs control messages to
avoid deadlocks. The idea is that L and R inform the
communication partner about which of the nodes at the
bottom (left or right) is envisaged next.
For weak CFMs A, we can identify another closure
property. Consider Fig. 4. If LðAÞ subsumes the linearizations
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Fig. 4. Some MSCs.

of the MSCs M1 and M2 , then those of M3 will be contained in
LðAÞ as well, as the bilateral interaction between the
processes is completely independent. Formally, we define

the inference relation   2Act  Act as follows: Given a set
L of well-formed words and a well-formed word w, L  w if,
for every p 2 P roc, there is u 2 L such that u " p ¼ w " p.
Here, ðw " pÞ 2 Actp denotes the projection of w onto actions
of process p. Indeed, LðAÞ is closed under , i.e., LðAÞ  w
implies w 2 LðAÞ.
A stronger notion which is satisfied by any weak
deadlock-free CFM is as follows: Let L  Act be a set of
well-formed words and let u be a proper word (i.e., it is the
prefix of some well-formed word). We write Ldf u if, for
every p 2 P roc, there is w 2 L such that u " p is a prefix of
w " p. Language L  Act is closed under df if L df w
implies that w is a prefix of some word in L.
Lemma 4 ([3], [32]). Let A be a weak CFM.
1.
2.

LðAÞ is closed under .
If A is deadlock-free, then LðAÞ is closed under df .

2.5 Implementability Issues
In this section, we collect known results on the relationship
between regular languages over Act and CFM languages.
Theorem 1. Let L  Act be a set of well-formed words that is
closed under , and let B 2 IN. We have the following
equivalences:
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.

L is regular.
There is a universally bounded CFM A with
L ¼ LðAÞ.
There is a deterministic universally bounded
CFM A with L ¼ LðAÞ.
There is a universally bounded deadlock-free
CFM A with L ¼ LðAÞ.

2.
a.

b.

The set fw 2 L j w is B-boundedg is regular,
and for all w 2 L, there is a B-bounded word w0
with w w0 .
There is an existentially B-bounded CFM A with
L ¼ LðAÞ.

3.
a.
b.

L is regular and closed under .
There is a universally bounded weak CFM A with
L ¼ LðAÞ.

4.
a.
b.

L is regular, closed under , and closed under
df .
There is a deterministic universally bounded
deadlock-free weak CFM A with L ¼ LðAÞ.

Fig. 5. Components of L and their interaction.

In all four cases, all directions are effective, where L is
assumed to be given as a finite automaton.
The equivalences “ aÞ , bÞ , cÞ” in Theorem 1.1 go back
to [27], the equivalence “aÞ , dÞ” to [7]. Theorem 1.2 is due
to [24]. Finally, Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 can be attributed to
[3], [32].

3

LEARNING REGULAR LANGUAGES

In the previous sections, we formalized the notions of
scenarios, or MSCs, and design models, i.e., CFMs. It
remains to introduce the key concept of our synthesis
approach: learning design models from given scenarios.
Angluin’s well-known algorithm L [4] learns a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) by querying for certain words
whether they should be accepted or rejected by the
automaton in question. In this section, we recall the
algorithm and generalize it toward learning objects that
can be represented by DFA in a way made precise shortly.
This extension allows us to learn various classes of CFMs, as
described in the previous section.
Let us first recall some basic definitions. Let  be an
alphabet. A DFA over  is a tuple B ¼ ðQ; q0 ; ; F Þ, where
Q is its finite set of states, q0 2 Q is the initial state,  :
Q   ! Q is its transition function, and F  Q is the set of
final states. The language LðBÞ of B is defined as
 0 ; wÞ 2 F g, where  : Q   ! Q is
LðBÞ ¼ fw 2  j ðq
 Þ ¼ w and
the extension of  to words, i.e., ðq;


ðq; awÞ ¼ ððq; aÞ; wÞ. Due to well-known automata-theoretic results, every DFA can be transformed into a unique
(up to isomorphism), equivalent, minimal DFA, i.e., having
a minimal number of states.
Angluin’s algorithm L learns or infers a minimal DFA
for a given regular language L. In the algorithm, a so-called
Learner, who initially knows nothing about L, is trying to
learn a DFA B such that LðBÞ ¼ L. To this end, it asks
repeatedly queries of a T eacher and an Oracle,1 who both
know L. There are two kinds of queries (cf., Fig. 5):
.
.

A membership query consists of asking the T eacher if a
word w 2  is in L.
An equivalence query consists of asking the Oracle
whether a hypothesized DFA H is correct, i.e., whether
LðHÞ ¼ L. The Oracle answers yes if H is correct, or

1. We want to explicitly distinguish between membership (i.e., easy to
answer) and equivalence (i.e., more difficult to answer) queries. Conceptually, there is no reason for differentiating between them.
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TABLE 2
Function for Updating Table Function in L

returned counterexample u is processed by adding every
prefix of u (including u) to U, extending U accordingly,
and subsequent membership queries are performed in
order to make the table closed and consistent, whereupon a
new hypothesized DFA is constructed, etc. (cf., Fig. 5).
The pseudocode of L is given in Table 1, supplemented by Table 2, which contains the table-update function
which is invoked whenever the T eacher is supposed to
classify a word.
Theorem 2 ([4]). Under the assumption that T eacher classifies/
provides words in conformance with a regular language L over
, invoking L ðÞ eventually returns the minimal DFA over
 recognizing L. If n is the number of states of this DFA and
m is the size of the largest counterexample, then the number of
membership queries is in Oðjj m n2 Þ and the maximal
number of equivalence queries is n. The overall running time is
polynomial in m and n.
supplies a counterexample w, drawn from the
symmetric difference of L and LðHÞ.
The Learner maintains a prefix-closed set U   of
words that represents candidates for identifying states, and a
suffix-closed set V   of words that is used to distinguish
such states. The sets U and V are increased on demand. The
Learner makes membership queries for all words in
ðU [ UÞV , and organizes the results into a table
T ¼ ðT ; U; V Þ, where function T maps each w 2 ðU [ UÞV
to an element from fþ; g, where parity þ represents
accepted and  not accepted. For word u 2 U [ U, let function
rowðuÞ : V ! fþ; g be given by rowðuÞðvÞ ¼ T ðuvÞ. Such a
function is called a row of T .
The following properties of a table are relevant: Table T is
closed if, for all u 2 U and a 2 , there is u0 2 U such
that rowðuaÞ ¼ rowðu0 Þ, and
. consistent if, for all u; u0 2 U and a 2 , rowðuÞ ¼
rowðu0 Þ implies that rowðuaÞ ¼ rowðu0 aÞ.
If T is not closed, there exists a 2  such that rowðuaÞ 6¼
rowðu0 Þ for all u0 2 U. In this case, we move ua to U and
ask membership queries for every uabv with b 2  and
v 2 V . Likewise, if T is not consistent, there exist u; u0 2 U,
a 2 , and v 2 V s uc h t h at rowðuÞ ¼ rowðu0 Þ a nd
rowðuaÞðvÞ 6¼ rowðu0 aÞðvÞ. Then we add av to V and ask
membership queries for every uav with u 2 U [ U. If
table T is closed and consistent, the Learner constructs a
hypothesized DFA HT ¼ ðQ; q0 ; ; F Þ, where
.

. Q ¼ frowðuÞ j u 2 Ug with q0 the row rowðÞ,
.  is defined by ðrowðuÞ; aÞ ¼ rowðuaÞ, and
. F ¼ fr 2 Q j rðÞ ¼ þg.
The Learner subsequently submits HT as an equivalence
query asking whether LðHT Þ ¼ L. If the answer is affirmative, the learning procedure is completed. Otherwise, the

Example 2. Assume  ¼ fa; bg and let L ¼ fw 2  j jwja ¼
jwjb and w ¼ uv implies jujb juja jujb þ 2g, i.e., for any
word of L, every prefix has at least as many as as bs and at
most two more as than bs. Moreover, the number of as in
the whole word is equal to the number of bs. Clearly, L is a
regular language over . Let us illustrate how the minimal
DFA for L is learned using L . Fig. 6 shows several tables
that are computed while learning L. The first table is
initialized for U ¼ fg and V ¼ fg. A table entry T ðuvÞ
with u 2 U [ U and v 2 V has parity þ if uv 2 L and ,
otherwise. For example, consider Fig. 6i. According to the
definition of L, the empty word  is contained in L, and
thus, T ðÞ ¼ rowðÞðÞ ¼ þ. In contrast, a and b are not in L
so that T ðaÞ ¼ T ðbÞ ¼ rowðaÞðÞ ¼ rowðbÞðÞ ¼ .
This table is not closed as, e.g., rowðaÞ 6¼ rowðuÞ for
all u 2 U. Hence, U has to be extended by adding a,
which invokes additional membership queries. The
resulting table, cf., Fig. 6ii, is closed and consistent
and the learner presents the hypothesis automaton H1 ,
which, however, does not conform to the target
language L, as, e.g., bb 2 LðH1 Þ n L. Therefore, bb and
its prefixes are added to U.
The obtained table (Fig. 6iii) is not consistent, as
rowðaÞðÞ ¼ rowðbÞðÞ ¼ but rowðaa0 ÞðÞ 6¼ rowða0 a0 ÞðÞ.
To resolve this conflict, a column is added to the table,
i.e., V 0 :¼ V [ fa0 g, where a0 was the conflicting suffix.
Some steps later, the algorithm comes up with H3 (cf.,
Fig. 6vi), which indeed recognizes L, i.e., LðH3 Þ ¼ L, so
that the learning procedure finally halts.

4

LEARNING COMMUNICATING FINITE-STATE
MACHINES

In this section, we intend to give a learning approach to
infer CFMs from example scenarios that are provided as
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Fig. 6. An example of an L run.

MSCs. Let us first settle on a user profile, i.e., on some
reasonable assumptions about the teacher/oracle that an
inference algorithm should respect:
The user can fix some system characteristics. For
example, she might require her system to be deadlockfree, deterministic, or universally bounded.
. She can decide if a given scenario in terms of an
MSC is desired or unwanted, and thus, classify it as
positive or negative, respectively.
. She can accept or reject a given system, and in the
latter case, come up with an MSC counterexample.
Roughly speaking, the user activity should restrict to
classifying and providing MSCs. In contrast, we do not
assume that the user can determine if a given system
corresponds to the desired system characteristics. Apart
from the fact that this would be too time-consuming as a
manual process, the user often lacks the necessary expertise.
Moreover, the whole learning process would get stuck if the
user was confronted with a hypothesis that does not match
her requirements, but cannot come up with an MSC that is
causal for this violation (this is particularly difficult if the
system is required to be deadlock-free). So we would like to
come up with some guided approach that “converges”
against a system satisfying the requirements.
The core ingredient of an inference algorithm that
matches our user profile shall be the algorithm L , which
synthesizes a minimal DFA from examples given as words.
To build a bridge from regular word languages to CFMs,
we make use of Theorem 1, which reveals strong relationships between CFMs and regular word languages over the
set Act of actions. More specifically, it asserts that one can
synthesize the following:
.

.
.

a deterministic universally bounded CFM from a regular
set of well-formed words that is closed under ,
a universally bounded deadlock-free CFM from a regular
set of well-formed words that is closed under ,

an existentially B-bounded CFM from a regular set of
well-formed B-bounded words that is closed under
the restriction of
to B-bounded words, and
. a universally bounded deadlock-free weak CFM from a
regular set of well-formed words that is closed
under , , and df .
Toward learning CFMs, a naive idea would now be to infer,
by means of L , a regular word language that can be
translated into a CFM according to Theorem 1. The user then
has to classify arbitrary words over the alphabet of actions
and to deal with hypotheses that have nothing in common
with MSC languages. These activities, however, do not
match our user profile. Moreover, the user will be confronted
with an overwhelming number of membership and equivalence queries that could actually be answered automatically.
In fact, words that do not match an execution of a CFM and
hypotheses that do not correspond to a CFM could be
systematically rejected, without bothering the user. The
main principle of our solution will, therefore, be an interface
between the user and the program (i.e., the learner) that is
based on MSCs only. In other words, the only objects that the
user gets to see are MSCs that need to be classified and CFMs
that might already correspond to a desired design model. On
one hand, this facilitates the user activities. On the other
hand, we obtain a substantial reduction of membership and
equivalence queries. The latter will be underpinned, in
Section 6, by a practical evaluation (cf., Table 5).
Now let us turn to our adapted inference algorithm. Its
core will indeed be L . While L does not differentiate
between words over a given alphabet, however, Theorem 1
indicates that we need to consider a suitable domain D  Act
containing only well-formed words. Second, certain restrictions have to be imposed such that any synthesized CFM
recognizes a regular subset of D. For universally bounded
(deadlock-free) CFMs, this might be the class of all wellformed words, whereas for existentially B-bounded CFMs,
only regular languages of B-bounded words are suitable. In
other words, we have to ensure that regular word languages
.
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are learned that contain words from D only. As for any
CFM A, LðAÞ is closed under , the regular subsets of D in
addition have to be closed under
; more precisely, the
restriction of to words from D. Similarly, to infer a weak or
deadlock-free CFM, we need a regular word language that is
closed under . In our learning setup, this will be captured by
a relation ‘  2D  2D , where L1 ‘ L2 intuitively means that
L1 requires at least one word from L2 . It is not difficult to see
that this relation suffices to cover the inference relation , and
as will be shown later, it can be used to capture df as well.
Let <minDFA ðD; ‘Þ be the class of minimal DFA that
recognizes a language L  D satisfying that
\ ðD  DÞ, and
L is closed under D :¼
L is closed under ‘ , i.e., ðL1 ‘ L2 ^ L1  LÞ implies
L \ L2 6¼ ;.
A learning algorithm tailored to CFMs is now based on the
notion of a learning setup for a class of CFMs, which
provides instantiations of D and ‘ .
.
.

Definition 8 (Learning Setup). Let C be a class of CFMs. A
learning setup for C is a triple ðD; ‘; synthÞ, where
.
.
.

D  Act , the domain, is a set of well-formed words.
‘  2D  2D such that L1 ‘ L2 implies (L1 is finite,
L2 6¼ ;, and L2 is decidable).
synth : <minDFA ðD; ‘Þ ! C is the computable synthesis function such that, for each CFM A 2 C, there is
B 2 <minDFA ðD; ‘Þ with ½LðBÞ ¼ LðsynthðBÞÞ ¼
LðAÞ (in particular, synth is injective).

The final constraint asserts that, for any CFM A in the
considered class of CFMs, a minimal DFA B exists (in the
corresponding class of DFAs) recognizing the same word
language as A modulo .
Given the kind of learning setup that we will consider, we
now discuss some necessary changes to the algorithm L . As
L works within the class of arbitrary DFA over Act,
conjectures may be proposed whose languages are not
subsets of D, or violate the closure properties for
and ‘
(or both). To avoid the generation of such incorrect
hypothesized automata, the language inclusion problem (is
the language of a given DFA included in D?) and the closure
properties in question are required to be constructively
decidable. This means that each of these problems is decidable
and that in case of a negative result, a reason of its failure, i.e., a
counterexample, can be computed. Accordingly, we require
that the following properties hold for DFA B over Act:
D1. The problem whether LðBÞ  D is decidable and if
LðBÞ 6 D, one can compute some w 2 LðBÞ n D. We
then say that INCLUSION (D) is constructively decidable.
D2. If LðBÞ  D, it is decidable whether LðBÞ is closed
under D . If not, one can compute w; w0 2 D such
that w D w0 , w 2 LðBÞ, and w0 62 LðBÞ. We then say
that the problem EQCLOSURE(D) is constructively
decidable.
D3. If LðBÞ  D is closed under D , it is decidable whether
LðBÞ is closed under ‘ . If not, one can compute
ðL1 ; L2 Þ 2 ‘ (hereby, L2 shall be given in terms of a
decision algorithm that checks a word for membership) such that L1  LðBÞ and LðBÞ \ L2 ¼ ;. We then
say that INFCLOSURE(D; ‘ ) is constructively decidable.
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Let us now generalize Angluin’s algorithm to cope with
the extended setting, and let ðD; ‘; synthÞ be a learning
setup for some class C of CFMs. The main changes in
Angluin’s algorithm concern the processing of membership
queries as well as the treatment of hypotheses. For the
following description, we refer to Table 3, depicting the
pseudocode of EXTENDED-L , our extension of L , and
Table 4, which contains a modified table-update function
that is invoked by this extension of L .
The T eacher will provide/classify MSCs rather than
words. Moreover, the equivalence test will be performed,
by the Oracle, on the basis of a CFM rather than on the basis
of a DFA. The Oracle will also provide counterexamples in
terms of MSCs.
To undertake an equivalence test, knowledge of the
target model is required, as in every other learning-based
technique for inferring design models. Simulating and
testing are possibilities to converge to a correct system
implementation. In the implementation of our approach [9],
we provide such means to ease the user’s burden.
To realize these changes, we exploit a new table-update
function EXTENDED-T-UPDATE (cf., Table 4). Therein,
membership queries are filtered: A query w 62 D is
considered immediately as negative, without presenting it
to the T eacher (lines 2 and 3). Faced with a query w 2 D, the
MSC MðwÞ is displayed to the T eacher (we call this a user
query). His verdict will then determine the table entry for w
(line 9). Once a user query has been processed for a word
w 2 D, queries w0 2 ½w D must be answered equivalently.
They are thus not forwarded to the T eacher (lines 6 and 7).
Therefore, MSCs that have already been classified are
memorized in a set P ool (line 10).
Once table T is closed and consistent, a hypothesized
DFA HT is determined as usual. We then proceed as
follows (cf., Table 3):
If LðHT Þ 6 D, compute a word w 2 LðHT Þ n D and
modify the table T accordingly by invoking
EXTENDED-T-UPDATE (lines 18-22).
2. If LðHT Þ  D but LðHT Þ is not closed under D ,
compute w; w0 2 D such that w D w0 , w 2 LðHT Þ,
and w0 62 LðHT Þ; perform the membership queries for
½w . As these queries are asked in terms of an MSC
by displaying MðwÞ to the T eacher, it is guaranteed
that they are answered uniformly (lines 24-28).
3. If LðHT Þ is the union of D -equivalence classes but
not closed under ‘ , compute ðL1 ; L2 Þ 2 ‘ such that
L1  LðHT Þ and LðHT Þ \ L2 ¼ ;; perform membership queries for every word from L1 (displaying the
corresponding MSCs to the T eacher); if all of these
membership queries are answered positively, the
T eacher is asked to specify an MSC that comes with
a linearization w from L2 . The word w will be
declared “positive.” Recall that L2 is a decidable
language (and we assume that the decision algorithm is available) so that all MSCs M with
LinðMÞ \ L2 6¼ ; can be enumerated until a suitable
MSC is selected (lines 30-41).
If, for a hypothesized DFA HT , we have LðHT Þ  D, and
LðHT Þ is closed under both D and ‘ , then an equivalence
query is performed on synthðHT Þ, the CFM that is
1.
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TABLE 3
The Extension of Angluin’s Algorithm

synthesized from the hypothesized DFA. In case a
counterexample MSC M is provided, the table has to
be complemented accordingly by a linearization of M
(lines 43-50). Otherwise, synthðHT Þ is returned as the
desired CFM (lines 51 and 52).
Theorem 3. Let C be a class of CFMs, ðD; ‘; synthÞ be a learning
setup for C, and A 2 C. If the T eacher classifies/provides
MSCs in conformance with LðAÞ, then invoking EXTENDEDL ðD; ‘; synthÞ eventually returns a CFM A0 2 C such that
LðA0 Þ ¼ LðAÞ.

Proof. We fix a class C of CFMs and a learning setup
ðD; ‘; synthÞ for C. Moreover, let A 2 C. By the definition of a learning setup, there exists a DFA B 2
<minDFA ðD; ‘Þ with ½LðBÞ ¼ LðsynthðBÞÞ ¼ LðAÞ. We
suppose that T eacher classifies/provides MSCs in
accordance with LðAÞ ¼ LðsynthðBÞÞ. On invoking
EXTENDED-L ðD; ‘; synthÞ, a word w 2 ðU [ UActÞV is
classified by the table function T depending on whether
w 2 D and MðwÞ 2 LðAÞ ¼ LðsynthðBÞÞ. More precisely, T ðwÞ ¼ þ iff w 2 LðBÞ, i.e., we actually perform
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EQCLOSURE(D), and INFCLOSURE(D; ;) are constructively decidable. Decidability of INCLUSION(D) and
EQCLOSURE(D) has been shown in [27]. For DFA, these
problems are actually solvable in linear time. The
u
t
decidability of INFCLOSURE(D; ;) is trivial.
Together with Theorem 1.1, we immediately obtain the
learnability of two subclasses:
Corollary 1. Deterministic universally bounded CFMs and
universally bounded deadlock-free CFMs are learnable.

L , and the T eacher acts in conformance with LðBÞ.
The differences to the basic version of Angluin’s
algorithm are that 1) not every hypothesis HðT ;U;V Þ is
forwarded to the T eacher (in that case, counterexamples can be generated automatically) and 2) we may
add, in lines 27 and 33, several words (and its prefixes)
to the table at one go. This is, however, a modification
that preserves the validity of Theorem 2. Consequently,
when the equivalence test succeeds (line 51), then the
algorithm outputs a CFM A0 ¼ synthðHðT ;U;V Þ Þ with
u
t
LðA0 Þ ¼ LðAÞ.
Definition 9 (Learnability of Classes of CFMs). Class C of
CFMs is learnable if there is a learning setup for C.
The sequel of this section is devoted to identify learnable
classes of CFMs. To this purpose, we have to determine a
learning setup for each class.
A note on the complexity. The total running time of the
extended algorithm can only be considered w.r.t. a concrete
learning setup. In particular, it heavily depends on the
complexity of the synthesis of a CFM from a given minimal
DFA, which tends to be very high. When studying this issue
below for several learning setups, we will therefore assume
that an equivalence check is performed on the basis of the
minimal DFA itself rather than on a synthesized CFM (cf.,
line 43 in Table 3). This lowers the running time of the
algorithm considerably, and at the same time, is a reasonable assumption as, in all learning setups we provide below,
the minimal DFA faithfully simulates all executions of the
synthesized CFM (up to a channel bound when considering
the case of existential bounds). So in the following, let us
assume the synthesis function to need constant time.
We can now state our first learnability result as follows:
Theorem 4. Universally bounded CFMs are learnable.
Proof. Let C denote the class of deterministic universally
bounded CFMs. To show that C is learnable, we need to
determine a learning setup ðD; ‘; synthÞ for C. First,
observe that  needs not be instantiated for this class (cf.,
Theorem 1.1). Let D be the set of well-formed words over
Act. By Theorem 1.1, there is a computable mapping
synth that transforms any regular set L of well-formed
words that is closed under D ¼ (say, given in terms
of a finite automaton) into a CFM A such that LðAÞ ¼ L.
To show that ðD; ;; synthÞ is indeed a learning setup, it
remains to establish that the problems INCLUSION(DÞ,

Now let us have a closer look at the complexity of our
algorithm when it is instantiated with the learning setup that
we developed in the proof of Theorem 4. In the best case, we
start with a deterministic CFM. In the following, let m denote
the maximal number of events of an MSC that is either
provided or to be classified by the user (T eacher or Oracle):
Theorem 5. Let C be the class of deterministic universally
bounded CFMs and let A 2 C be universally B-bounded. The
number of equivalence queries needed to infer a CFM 2A0 2 C
with LðAÞ ¼ LðA0 Þ is at most ðjAj jMsgj þ 1ÞB jP rocj þjP rocj .
Moreover, the number of membership queries and the overall
running time are polynomial in jAj, jMsgj, and m, and it is
exponential in jP rocj and B.
Proof. Suppose that A 2 C is the input CFM. Without loss of
generality, we assume that the synchronization messages
from  that are used in A are precisely the local states of
A. Then, the number of states of the unique minimal
DFA B satisfying LðsynthðBÞÞ ¼ LðAÞ is bounded by
2

C ¼ jAjjP rocj ðjMsgj jAj þ 1ÞB jP rocj :
The first factor is the number of global states of A,
whereas the second factor contributes the number of
possible channel contents (jMsgj jAj being the number
of messages). Hence, C constitutes an upper bound for
the number of equivalence queries. We will now
calculate the number of membership queries, which is
bounded by the size of the table that we obtain when the
algorithm terminates. Note first that the size of Act is
bounded by 2jP rocj2 jMsgj. During a run of the
algorithm, the size of V is bounded by C, as the
execution of program line 9 always comes with creating
a new state. The set U can increase at most C-times, too.
The number of words that are added to U in line 21 can
be bounded by 2C. The length of words w and w0 , as
added in line 27, can likewise be bounded by 2C. The
number of words added in line 47 depends on the size of
a counterexample that is provided by the Oracle. Note
that lines 33 and 38 are of no importance here because, as
mentioned before, ‘ was not instantiated for this
learning setup. Summarizing, the number of membership queries is in OððC 3 þ mC 2 Þ jActjÞ. As for a given
minimal DFA H, one can detect in polynomial time if
LðHÞ  D and if LðHÞ is D -closed, the overall running
time of the algorithm is polynomial in jMsgj, m, and jAj,
and it is exponential in jP rocj and B.
u
t
The following theorem states that the complexity is
higher when we act on the assumption that the CFM to
learn is nondeterministic:
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Theorem 6. Let C be the class of universally bounded (deadlockfree) CFMs and let A 2 C be universally B-bounded. The
number of equivalence queries needed to infer a CFM
A0 2 C
2
0
ðjAj jMsgjþ1ÞB jP rocj þjP rocj
with LðAÞ ¼ LðA Þ is at most 2
. Moreover, the number of membership queries and the overall
running time are polynomial in m, exponential in jAj and
jMsgj, and doubly exponential in jP rocj and B.
Proof. We follow the proof of Theorem 5. As A can be
nondeterministic, however, we have to start from the
assumption that the number of states of the unique
minimal DFA B satisfying LðsynthðBÞÞ ¼ LðAÞ is bounded
B jP rocj2 þjP rocj
by 2ðjAj jMsgjþ1Þ
.
u
t
Theorem 7. For B 2 IN, existentially B-bounded CFMs are
learnable.
Let C be the class of existentially B-bounded CFMs. We
can provide a learning setup such that, for all A 2 C, the
number of equivalence queries needed to infer an existentially
B-bounded CFM
A0 2 C with LðAÞ ¼ LðA0 Þ is at most
B jP rocj2 þjP rocj
2ðjAj jMsgjþ1Þ
. Moreover, the number of membership
queries and the overall running time are polynomial in m,
exponential in jMsgj and jAj, and doubly exponential in B
and jP rocj.
Proof. To obtain a learning setup ðD; ‘; synthÞ for C, let D be
the set of B-bounded well-formed words over Act. As in
the previous proof, ‘ is not needed, i.e., we set ‘ to be ;.
By Theorem 1.3, there is a computable mapping synth
that transforms any regular set L of B-bounded wellformed words that is closed under D into a CFM A with
LðAÞ ¼ ½L . In order to show that ðD; ;; synthÞ is a
learning setup, it remains to show that the problems
INCLUSION(D) and EQCLOSURE(D) are constructively
decidable. This is shown by a slight modification of the
algorithm in [27] for universally bounded languages.
This goes as follows:
Let B ¼ ðQ; q0 ; ; F Þ be a minimal DFA over Act. A
state s 2 Q is called productive if there is a path from s to
some final state. We successively label any productive
state with a channel content, i.e., a function s : Ch !
Msg will be associated with any state s 2 Q such that:
The initial state q0 and any final state q 2 F are
equipped with  , mapping any channel to the
empty word.
2. If s; s0 2 Q are productive states and ðs; !ðp;
q; mÞÞ ¼ s0 , then s0 ¼ s ½ðp; qÞ :¼ m s ððp; qÞÞ ,
i.e., m is appended to channel ðp; qÞ.
3. If s; s0 2 Q are productive states and ðs; ?ðq;
p; mÞÞ ¼ s0 , then s ¼ s0 ½ðp; qÞ :¼ s0 ððp; qÞÞ m ,
i.e., m is removed from the channel ðp; qÞ.
LðBÞ is a set of well-formed words iff there exists a
labeling of productive states with channel functions
satisfying conditions 1-3. If a state labeling violates one of
the conditions 1-3, then this is due to a word that is not
well formed. This word acts as a counterexample for the
INCLUSION(D) problem. For example, a clash in terms of
productive states s; s0 2 Q such that ðs; !ðp; q; mÞÞ ¼ s0
and s0 ððp; qÞÞ 6¼ m s ððp; qÞÞ gives rise to a path from
1.
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the initial state to a final state via the transition
ðs; !ðp; q; mÞ; s0 Þ that is labeled with a non-well-formed
word. This word then acts as a counterexample. Thus,
INCLUSION(D) is constructively decidable.
To show decidability of EQCLOSURE(D), consider a
further (decidable) property as follows:
Suppose that ðs; aÞ ¼ s1 and ðs1 ; bÞ ¼ s2 with a 2
Actp and b 2 Actq for some p; q 2 P roc satisfying
p 6¼ q. If not ðjs ððq; q0 ÞÞj ¼ B and b ¼ !ðq; q0 ; mÞ
for some q0 2 P roc and m 2 MsgÞ, and moreover,
ða ¼ !ðp; q; mÞ and b ¼ ?ðq; p; mÞ for some m 2
MsgÞ implies 0 < js ððp; qÞÞj, then there exists a
state s01 2 Q such that ðs; bÞ ¼ s01 and ðs01 ; aÞ ¼ s2 .
This diamond property describes in which case two
successive actions a and b may be permuted. It follows
that the set LðBÞ of well-formed words is closed under
D iff condition 4 holds. This is due to the fact that we
deal with a deterministic automaton. In case condition 4
is violated, let w and w0 be words of the form uabv and
ubav, respectively. These words prove that LðBÞ is not
closed under D . Thus, EQCLOSURE(D) is constructively
decidable. Note that both I NCLUSION (D) and
EQCLOSURE(D) are actually solvable in linear time.
To establish the bounds on the overall running time
and on the number of equivalence and membership
queries, we refer to the considerations in the proofs of
Theorems 4 and 1.
u
t
4.

Theorem 8. Deterministic universally bounded deadlock-free
weak CFMs are learnable.
Let C be the class of deterministic universally bounded
deadlock-free weak CFMs. We can provide a learning setup
such that, for all universally B-bounded CFMs A 2 C, the
number of equivalence queries needed to infer an equivalent
2
CFM A0 2 C is at most ðjAj jMsgj þ 1ÞB jP rocj . Moreover,
the number of membership queries and the overall running
time are polynomial in jMsgj and m, exponential in jAj, and
doubly exponential in B and jP rocj.
Proof. Let D be the set of all well-formed words. Unlike the
previous proofs, we need an inference relation ‘ 6¼ ; that
respects both  and df . Let ‘ be the union of
fðL; fwgÞ j L  w and L  D is finiteg
(which reflects ) and
fðL1 ; L2 Þ j L1  D is finite and
L2 ¼ fuv 2 D j L1 df ug 6¼ ;g
(which reflects df ). Theorem 1.4 provides the required
synthesis function.
Decidability of INFCLOSURE(D; ‘ ) has been shown in
[3, Theorem 3]. Alur et al. provide an EXPSPACEalgorithm for bounded high-level MSCs, which reduces
the problem at hand to a decision problem for finite
automata with an -closed language. The latter is
actually in PSPACE. The first step is to construct from
the given -closed DFA H a (componentwise) minimal
and deterministic weak CFM A0 , by simply taking the
projections H"p of H onto Actp for any p 2 P roc,
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exceeds the buffer size B (i.e., it is not B-bounded;
cf., Fig. 7, node 1), or
. respects the buffer size B, but results in a
deadlock configuration (cf., Fig. 7, node 2),
gives rise to a proper word u 2 Act that is implied by H
w.r.t. df , i.e., LðHÞ must actually contain a well-formed
completion uv of u. Obviously, one can decide if a word
is such a completion of u. The completions of u form one
possible L2 . It remains to specify a corresponding set L1
for u. By means of H, we can, for any p 2 P roc, compute
a word wp 2 LðHÞ such that u " p is a prefix of wp " p. We
set L1 ¼ fwp j p 2 P rocg.
Finally, suppose that, in A0 , we could neither find a
prefix exceeding the buffer size B nor a reachable deadlock
configuration in the B-bounded fragment. Then, we still
have to check if A0 recognizes LðHÞ. If this is not the case,
one can compute a (B-bounded) word w 2 LðA0 Þ n LðHÞ
such that LðA0 Þ  w. Setting L2 ¼ fwg, a corresponding
set L1 can be specified as fwp j p 2 P rocg, as above.
Let us turn to the complexity of this particular
learning setup. We can partly follow the proof of
Theorem 4. As lines 30-41 come into play, however, the
complexity estimation is more complicated. The number
of equivalence queries is bounded by
.

C ¼ ðjAj jMsgj þ 1ÞB jP rocj

2

þjP rocj

;

where A is the CFM at hand. To compute the number of
membership queries, we have to take into account the
number of words that are added to U in lines 33 and 38
in the pseudocode of the algorithm. To this aim, note that
the number of global states of the deterministic weak
CFM A0 that we compute above is bounded by 2C jP rocj .
Moreover, the number of possible
channel contents is
2
0
bounded by ðjMsgj þ 1ÞB jP rocj , where B0 ¼ C is the
maximal number of states of H. Hence,
N :¼ 2C jP rocj ðjMsgj þ 1ÞC jP rocj

2

is an upper bound for the number of configurations of A0
that we have to consider. Moreover, N constitutes a
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bound on the length of words from L1 as far as it
concerns df . In turn, L1 contains jP rocj many words.
Now let us turn toward . To obtain a word w from
LðA0 Þ n LðHÞ, we build the product of the complement
automaton of H, which is of the same size as H, and the
configuration automaton of A0 . Thus, the length of w,
which constitutes one possible L2 , can be bounded by
C N so that prefðL1 Þ contains at most jP rocj C N
words. Therefore, the number of membership queries is
in OððjP rocj N C 3 þ mC 2 Þ jActjÞ. Furthermore, we
deduce that the overall running time of the algorithm
is polynomial in jMsgj and m, exponential in jAj, and
doubly exponential in B and jP rocj.
u
t

Fig. 7. Schematic view of error cases for proof of Theorem 8.

determinizing and minimizing them. Then, LðHÞ is
closed under both  and df iff A0 is a deadlock-free
CFM such that LðA0 Þ ¼ LðHÞ. From H, we can, moreover, compute a bound B such that any run of A0
exceeding the buffer size B cannot correspond to a prefix
of some word in LðHÞ.
Thus, a partial run of A0 that either

VOL. 36,

Theorem 1.4 provides a characterization of (deterministic) universally bounded weak CFMs in terms of regular
word languages. Let D be the set of all well-formed words
and let ‘ be given by fðL; fwgÞ j L  w and L  D is finiteg
reflecting . Unfortunately, the problem INFCLOSURE
(D; ‘ ) is undecidable [3] so that the above approach does
not work for this particular class of CFMs. One might argue
that universally bounded weak CFMs are still learnable, as
their regular word languages can be inferred with L . But
an approach that relies solely on L requires additional
expertise from a user. The latter has to make sure by herself
that the final hypothesis corresponds to a universally
bounded weak CFM. But if we assume that the user needs
some guidance, and at the beginning, has an incomplete
idea of her system, then we have, for the moment, no means
to infer universally bounded weak CFMs.
Note that the complexity of our algorithms is, in most
cases, not worse than that of L if we refer to the size of the
underlying minimal DFA. The only instance where the
complexity is exponentially higher compared to L (w.r.t.
the size of the minimal DFA) is reported in Theorem 8. This
explosion, however, accounts for the automatic test of
hypotheses for deadlocks, which, otherwise, would have to
be carried out manually by the user.

5

PARTIAL ORDER LEARNING

We now derive an improved algorithm that groups words
into equivalence classes so that they can be stored efficiently
without the need to memorize all linearizations of MSCs,
their prefixes, and their suffixes explicitly. The intention is
to reduce the amount of memory necessary for storing
Angluin’s table. Instead of storing all elements of a class of
congruent words, only one representative of each class, a
normal form, will be recorded in the table. This approach
amounts to merging rows and columns for congruent
prefixes and suffixes, respectively, and leads to a substantial reduction of the table size as will be shown
experimentally in the next section.
Let ðD; ; ‘Þ be a learning setup for class C of CFMs. In
order to represent congruence classes, we introduce a
normal form for both prefixes and suffixes of well-formed
words. Consider a lexicographic (i.e., strict total) ordering
<lex on Act, which is extended to words over Act in the
usual way. Let pnf; snf : Act ! Act . The function pnf
assigns to a word w 2 prefðDÞ the minimal word w.r.t. <lex
that is equivalent to w (to be made precise below). To words
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pnfðuÞ v0 D uv0 and u0 snfðvÞ D u0 v. By ()
and (), fpnfðuÞ v; u snfðvÞg  D so that
pnfðuÞ v D uv and u snfðvÞ D uv. Applying
() (or ()) a second time, we obtain pnfðuÞ
snfðvÞ 2 D. We deduce pnfðuÞ snfðvÞ D uv,
which implies that MðuvÞ ¼ MðpnfðuÞ snfðvÞÞ.
Thus, it does not matter if an entry T ðwÞ in the table is
made on the basis of w or on pnfðuÞ snfðvÞ, regardless
of the partitioning uv of w. In particular, if we replace, in
U and V , every word with its respective normal form,
then the resulting table preserves consistency and
closure properties. Moreover, the DFA that we can
construct given the new table is closed and consistent is
isomorphic to that of the original table.
As this replacement is precisely what is systematically
done in PO-EXTENDED-L , the theorem follows.
u
t

that are not in prefðDÞ, pnf assigns an arbitrary receive
action from Act. The mapping snf assigns to a word w 2
suffðDÞ its normal form, i.e., the minimum (w.r.t. <lex )
among all equivalent words, and it associates with every
other word an arbitrary send action. The precise definition
goes as follows: Let w 2 Act .
If w 2 prefðDÞ, then we set pnfðwÞ :¼ min<lex fw0 2
prefðDÞ j 9v 2 Act : wv D w0 vg, where min<lex returns the minimum of a given set w.r.t. <lex .
Otherwise, let pnfðwÞ be any arbitrary receive action.
. If w 2 suffðDÞ, then we set snfðwÞ :¼ min<lex fw0 2
suffðDÞ j 9u 2 Act : uw D uw0 g. Otherwise, snfðwÞ
is an arbitrary send action.
Note that pnfðÞ ¼ snfðÞ ¼ , and moreover, pnfðwÞ ¼
snfðwÞ iff w is well formed. The mappings pnf and snf
are canonically extended to sets L  Act , i.e., pnfðLÞ ¼
S
S
w2L pnfðwÞ and snfðLÞ ¼
w2L snfðwÞ. We assume in the
following that both pnf and snf are computable. It is crucial
for the application of normal forms that a given domain D
satisfies, for all u; v; u0 ; v0 2 Act , the following properties:
.

If uv 62 D; then u 62 prefðDÞ or v 62 suffðDÞ:
If uv 2 D and u0 v0
If uv 2 D and u0 v0

D

D

uv0 ; then u0 v 2 D:

u0 v; then uv0 2 D:

ðÞ
ðÞ
ð  Þ

Under these assumptions, which are satisfied by all the
concrete learning setups presented so far, it will indeed be
sufficient to look at normal forms when constructing a table
in the extension of Angluin’s algorithm, which may result
in significantly smaller tables. We obtain the extension of
EXTENDED-L , which we call PO-EXTENDED-L simply by
replacing every command of the form U :¼ U [ L (where L
is an arbitrary set of words) by U :¼ U [ pnfðLÞ, and every
command of the form V :¼ V [ L by V :¼ V [ snfðLÞ. In
particular, EXTENDED-T-UPDATE remains unchanged and
is taken from Table 4.
The correctness of our improved algorithm is stated in
the following theorem:
Theorem 9. Let ðD; ‘; synthÞ be a learning setup for class C of
CFMs such that D satisfies ()-(). Moreover, let A 2 C. If
the T eacher classifies/provides MSCs in conformance with
LðAÞ, then invoking PO-EXTENDED-L ðD; ‘; synthÞ returns, after finitely many steps, a CFM A0 2 C such that
LðA0 Þ ¼ LðAÞ.
Proof. Consider an instance of ðT ; U; V Þ during a run of
EXTENDED-L . For w 2 ðU [ UActÞV , the value of T ðwÞ is
 if w 62 D. If, on the other hand, w 2 D, then T ðwÞ only
depends on the classification of MðwÞ by the T eacher. So
let u; v 2 Act . We consider the two above-mentioned
cases as follows:
.

.

Suppose that uv 62 D. Then, by (), u 62 prefðDÞ or
v 62 suffðDÞ. Thus, pnfðuÞ is a receive action or
snfðvÞ is a send action so that pnfðuÞ snfðvÞ 62 D.
Suppose that uv 2 D. Then, u 2 prefðDÞ and
v 2 suffðDÞ. By the definition of the mappings
pnf and snf, there are u0 and v0 such that

Again, the complexity of the modified algorithm
depends on the concrete learning setup. Actually, the
theoretical time complexity can, in general, not be improved
compared to EXTENDED-L . However, as the next section
will illustrate, the space complexity can be considerably
reduced. In the following, we report on positive practical
experiences with EXTENDED-L and PO-EXTENDED-L .
Note that the idea of exploiting an independence relation
for learning is not new and appears already in [20] in the
context of gray-box checking.

6

CASE STUDIES

We applied our learning tool Smyle [9] to several small and
moderately sized case studies such as a part of the USB 1.1
protocol [23], the continuous update protocol [22], the simple
negotiation protocol [21], the well-known alternating bit
protocol (ABP) [39], and two variants of a leader election
protocol [14]. Note that protocols such as the ABP and leader
election are error-prone and not straightforward to design
correctly from scratch. In the following, we show the
learning process for these protocols in more detail and
provide statistics for all mentioned protocols indicating the
required user effort and the reductions obtained using
partial order learning. We like to emphasize that the
protocol designs generated by Smyle are guaranteed to be
correct by construction, provided (of course) the userspecified MSCs are correct.

6.1 Alternating Bit Protocol
The main goal of the ABP [39] is to ensure the reliability of
data transmission through an unreliable FIFO channel, i.e.,
data loss as well as data duplication is possible. Two
processes participate in the communication, the producer p
and the consumer q. The channel from p to q is lossy whereas
the channel in the other direction is reliable. The protocol
works as follows: Initially, a bit b is set to 0. Process p keeps
sending the value of b until it receives an acknowledgment a
from q. After receiving a, process p inverts the value of b
and sends the new value until the next a-message is
received from q. The communication may terminate after
receiving any a (but at least one). For some example MSCs
fulfilling this specification, see Fig. 8a. Note that there is no
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Fig. 8. (a) Input MSCs and (b) correct and complete hypothesis DFA H.
(a) Three positive and three negative example MSCs for the ABP.
(b) The inferred hypothesis DFA H after 64 user queries (and
697 membership queries).

reason to distinguish between the acknowledgment messages because the channel ðq; pÞ is assumed to be faultless.
The CFM to be learned was specified as 91-bounded.
Feeding Smyle with five positive MSCs, of which three are
listed in Fig. 8a, yields the correct hypothesis as depicted in
Fig. 8b. To this end, the learning algorithm internally dealt
with 2,286 membership queries of which 64 were user
queries. That is, the 2,222 remaining queries are answered
automatically by our approach, whereas in the original
L algorithm, all of them had to be answered manually.
Note that the number of membership queries is reduced to
697 (i.e., by 69.5 percent) using partial order learning. All
results on learning the ABP, also with higher channel
bounds, are given in Table 5.
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6.2 Leader Election Protocol
Leader election plays an important role in many distributed
applications. In a network of identical (up to their unique
process id called pid for short) communicating units, one
often uses a leading entity (owning a unique leader token) to
control the behavior of the others. However, a problem
arises if, due to the communication failures or other
possible problems, the leader token is lost. The goal of
leader election protocols is then to select a unique leader
among the processes. We consider a leader election protocol
in a unidirectional ring [14]. The protocol works as follows:
One process starts sending its pid to its clockwise neighbor
that compares the value of the received pid with its own. In
case both values are equal, a leader has been found and the
current process declares itself the leader by sending
message m leader. If its own pid has a higher value, it
forwards its pid to its clockwise neighbor; otherwise, the
received pid. Due to the high amount of concurrency, we
consider three processes p1 , p2 , and p3 and allow sending
only one message at each point in time.
We learned two versions of the protocol: one with only a
single election round and one with arbitrarily many
consecutive election rounds. Smyle learned the first variant
by starting with three input MSCs. It displayed the correct
hypothesis after 43 user queries and 900 membership queries
using partial-order learning, a reduction of 75.1 percent
compared to the case without this optimization. For the
second variant, we used six input MSCs (e.g., the first one of
Fig. 9a). The correct hypothesis depicted in Fig. 9b was
obtained after 196 user queries. Fig. 9a, for example,
indicates a negative scenario. In this setting, partial order
learning yielded a reduction of about 53 percent resulting in
6,864 membership queries.
6.3 Results
The learning statistics for the considered case studies are
summarized in Table 5. The first three columns detail the
total number of membership queries that was needed, and
indicate the savings obtained when learning the protocols
with partial-order learning (column w. POL) compared to
the case without (column w.o. POL). In all cases, a
substantial reduction is obtained. This also applies to the
size of the tables needed during learning. This indicates that
besides a significant reduction in the number of membership queries, significant memory savings are obtained. The
numbers clearly indicate that on increasing channel bounds
(for the ABP), the number of membership queries quickly
becomes quite high. The fourth column indicates the

TABLE 5
Statistical Results of Case Studies
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Fig. 9. (a) Some input MSCs and (b) hypothesis H. (a) One positive and
one negative scenario for the leader election protocol. (b) The inferred
hypothesis DFA H after 196 user queries (and 6,864 membership
queries).

number of membership queries that had to be dealt with by
the user. These queries amount to classify generated MSCs
as either positive or negative scenarios and are usually not
very difficult to handle. The number of user queries can be
reduced significantly by providing mechanisms (such as the
logic PDL [10], [11]) to classify an entire set of MSCs that
features a certain pattern.
Equivalence queries are harder to handle but their
number for the example protocols is rather low (cf., fifth
column). The numbers in brackets in this column indicate
the number of required equivalence queries when using the
standard Angluin’s L algorithm. It clearly shows that with
our approach, this number is lowered significantly. As these
queries require a user-driven simulation (and/or testing) of
an automaton, this reduction is crucial and yields a
substantial reduction in the development time. With an
experienced human teacher, all case studies from Table 5
could be performed in a single working day. Using PDL
formulas to filter user queries [10], [11], this could be
lowered to a few hours.

7

RELATED WORK

Synthesizing design models or programs from scenarios has
received a lot of attention. Let us distinguish basic MSCs and
high-level MSCs (and live sequence charts (LSCs)).

7.1 Synthesis from Basic MSCs
A basic MSC, as used in our paper, contains neither loops
nor alternatives, and describes a finite set of behaviors.
Thus, a finite set of basic MSCs also describes a finite set of
behaviors. Typically, a system under development has
infinitely many behaviors so that a finite set of scenarios in
terms of basic MSCs can only be an approximation of all
these behaviors. In fact, the learning algorithm generalizes
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the finite set of given scenarios to a typically infinite set
represented by the design model. In simple words, we
synthesize design models from finitely many examples. Note
that two different basic MSCs describe distinct behaviors.
Thus, classifying one MSC as desired and one (different) as
undesired cannot lead to an inconsistent set of desired and
unwanted behaviors.
One of the first attempts to exploit learning for
interactively synthesizing models from examples was
proposed in [33], where for each process in the system, an
automaton is inferred using Angluin’s learning technique.
A significant drawback of this approach is that composing
the resulting automata in parallel yields a system that may
exhibit undesired behavior and may deadlock.
Damas et al. [16] use an interactive procedure of
classifying positive and negative scenarios for deriving an
LTS for each process. To this end, they first employ passive
learning algorithms [19], [37] to infer a global intermediate
model that exactly conforms to the given sample but
which—as long as the sample does not fulfill certain
completeness properties—does not necessarily yield a
minimal system model. The global model is subsequently
transformed into a distributed system. Then, usually,
additional effort is required as this projection onto the
system’s components may entail implied behavior such that
manually unwanted “[...] implied scenarios have to be
detected and excluded.” While the authors [16] consider
synchronous communication, our approach is based on
asynchronous communication. This makes the systems
larger, but more importantly, closer to distributed implementations. Finally, their approach [16] is a passive learning
approach that does not support incremental model generation. Our approach naturally supports extensions and
amendments of requirements.
Another passive learning approach [15] uses grammatical inference to derive a formal model of a process from a
given stream of system events. In contrast to our and the
aforementioned approaches, this method only works with
positive data. Though this procedure may require less user
effort than ours, it builds on the restrictive assumption that
the events of the process are monitorable by the learner. The
authors also shortly comment on detecting concurrency by
searching for unrelated events but leave it for future work
to improve their approach.
Similarly to Hungar et al. [28], Martins et al. [34] propose
using filters, i.e., automated replies to queries, for reducing
the number of membership queries that—due to the high
number of questions—is usually infeasible for human
teachers to answer. The general idea is to exploit additional
knowledge of an expert teacher, which, for each negatively
answered membership query, specifies prefixes or suffixes
for which negative membership is known. In their
approach, they employ these filters for membership as well
as equivalence queries, but conclude that for equivalence
queries, no substantial improvements are obtained. This
result is in contrast to our approach, which considerably
decreases this number.

7.2 Synthesis from (High-Level) MSCs
The synthesis from scenarios given using richer formalisms,
e.g., MSCs with loops and alternatives, high-level MSCs, or
live sequence charts has received quite some attention. The
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underlying assumption is that not only several examples of
the expected behavior are given but also the given behavior
(mostly) corresponds to the system behavior. Then, the
technical question arising is how to translate from a
scenario-based formalism to a state-based formalism. One
of the initial works along this line is [31], which sketches the
translation from (high-level) MSCs to statechart models.
Similarly, Uchitel et al. [41] present a rigorous approach for
synthesizing transition systems from high-level MSCs.
The question whether the behavior given by a finite set of
MSCs or high-level MSC can in fact be realized by weak CFMs
or CFMs is studied, respectively, in [2], [3], and [26]. In simple
words, it turns out that the set of scenarios has to meet certain
restrictions to be realizable and that the question of whether it
is realizable or not is often undecidable.
Note that describing desired and unwanted behavior in
terms of high-level MSCs would allow for inconsistent sets
of scenarios as also different high-level MSC may describe a
common subset of behaviors.
The works [3], [7], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [32], [35]
synthesize CFMs from particular classes of finite automata,
which can be seen as generalizations of high-level MSCs.
Recall that results from [3], [7], [24], [27], [32] together
constitute Theorem 1, which, however, is only an ingredient
of our algorithms. Our objective is actually to synthesize
these particular finite automata that, in turn, allow for
constructing a CFM.
In [40], a synthesis technique is proposed that constructs
behavior models in the form of modal transition systems
(MTS) and is based on a combination of safety properties
and scenarios. MTSs distinguish required, possible, and
proscribed behavior and can thus be seen as design models
that are more abstract compared to the CFMs that are
synthesized using our approach.
Damm and Harel [17] pointed out that the expressiveness of (high-level) MSCs is often inappropriate to specify
complete system behavior and introduced the richer notion
of LSCs. Harel and Marelly’s play-in, play-out approach for
LSCs [18] allows us to execute the possible behavior defined
in terms of LSCs, which essentially results in a programming methodology based on LSCs. A similar, executable
variant of LSCs, triggered MSCs, is presented in [38].
All of the previously mentioned approaches are based on
a rather complete, well-elaborated specification of the
system to be, such as MSCs with loops or conditions,
high-level MSCs, triggered MSCs, or LSCs, whereas for our
synthesis approach, only basic MSCs have to be provided as
examples, simplifying the requirements specification task.

8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper generalized Angluin’s learning algorithm for
synthesizing a DFA from positive and negative samples to a
procedure that infers a CFM from a set of negative and
positive basic MSCs. This yields an exact approach—the
resulting CFM precisely accepts the positive MSCs and
rejects the negative ones—and is applicable to various
classes of CFMs such as various types of deterministic
universally bounded (weak) CFMs and existentially
bounded CFMs. Note that our learning setting is also
applicable to other classes, such as the causal closure as
defined by Adsul et al. [1]. It remains to study whether the
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class of existentially B-bounded (deadlock-free) weak CFMs
is learnable. For the deadlock-free case, one needs to
generalize a result by Lohrey, who shows that one can
decide whether a globally cooperative HMSC is implementable as a deadlock-free CFM [32, Theorem 3.5].
We have shown the feasibility of our approach by
reporting on some experiments that we carried out with our
tool Smyle.2 By exploiting the properties of partial orders (as
MSCs), a significant reduction of the memory consumption
could be achieved. Alternative improvements are, e.g., to
reduce the number of user queries by using a logic to
specify a priori undesired partial behavior, e.g., in case of
the ABP “no bit change without prior acknowledgement.”
First results toward using PDL [11] to this purpose have
been recently reported in [10]. The latter paper also
describes how to embed Smyle into an incremental software
engineering process.
Possible directions for future work are to support
coregions in basic MSCs, to realize the algorithms for weak
CFMs, and to investigate further classes of learnable CFMs.
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